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Error Resilient Coding and Error Concealment
in Scalable Video Coding

Yi Guo, Ying Chen, Member, IEEE, Ye-Kui Wang, Member, IEEE, Houqiang Li,
Miska M. Hannuksela, Member, IEEE, and Moncef Gabbouj, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Scalable video coding (SVC), which is the scalable
extension of the H.264/AVC standard, was developed by the Joint
Video Team (JVT) of ISO/IEC MPEG (Moving Picture Experts
Group) and ITU-T VCEG (Video Coding Experts Group). SVC
is designed to provide adaptation capability for heterogeneous
network structures and different receiving devices with the help
of temporal, spatial, and quality scalabilities. It is challenging
to achieve graceful quality degradation in an error-prone en-
vironment, since channel errors can drastically deteriorate the
quality of the video. Error resilient coding and error conceal-
ment techniques have been introduced into SVC to reduce the
quality degradation impact of transmission errors. Some of the
techniques are inherited from or applicable also to H.264/AVC,
while some of them take advantage of the SVC coding structure
and coding tools. In this paper, the error resilient coding and
error concealment tools in SVC are first reviewed. Then, several
important tools such as loss-aware rate-distortion optimized mac-
roblock mode decision algorithm and error concealment methods
in SVC are discussed and experimental results are provided
to show the benefits from them. The results demonstrate that
PSNR gains can be achieved for the conventional inter prediction
(IPPP) coding structure or the hierarchical bi-predictive (B)
picture coding structure with large group of pictures size, for all
the tested sequences and under various combinations of packet
loss rates, compared with the basic Joint Scalable Video Model
(JSVM) design applying no error resilient tools at the encoder
and only picture copy error concealment method at the decoder.

Index Terms— Error concealment, error resilient coding,
H.264/AVC, SVC.

I. INTRODUCTION

SCALABLE VIDEO coding, also referred to as layered
video coding, has been designed to facilitate video ser-

vices using a single bit stream, from which appropriate sub-
bit stream can be extracted to meet different preferences
and requirements for a possibly large number of end users,
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over heterogeneous network structures with a wide range of
quality of service (QoS). In scalable video coding (SVC), a
video is coded into more than one layer: the base layer and
enhancement layers, the latter of which usually can improve
user experience with respect to picture rate, spatial resolution,
and/or video quality. These enhancements are referred to as
temporal, spatial, and SNR scalabilities, respectively, and can
be used in a combined manner.

A. Scalable Video Coding Over Heterogeneous Networks

Typical application scenarios for SVC are shown in Fig. 1.
Note that, in this figure, only spatial and temporal scalabilities
are shown. However, the scenarios for spatial scalability are
also valid for SNR scalability. In practice, those scenarios
may exist in different systems with different contents, network
structures, and receiving devices.

Due to various levels of decoding capability, videos with
different spatial resolutions, e.g., for a standard definition TV
(SDTV) set and a high definition TV (HDTV) set, can be
decoded as shown in scenario (a), or videos with different
picture rates, e.g., for a mobile device and a laptop, can be
decoded as shown in scenario (b).

The clients can be the same but within different sub-
networks or with different connections, e.g. in scenario (c).
The clients are connected with cable, local area network
(LAN), digital subscriber line (DSL), and wireless LAN
(WLAN). Clients can also be located in the same network
but with different QoS, e.g., the different congestion control
methods applied by the intermediate nodes. Therefore, the
expected bandwidth for each client may be different, which
will lead to various received videos combined with different
picture rates, spatial resolutions, and/or quality levels.

Even for one client, owing to bandwidth fluctuation, the
received video may change at any moment in picture rate,
spatial resolution, and quality level.

B. Error Robust Requirement and Error Control

The number of packet-based video transmission channels,
such as the Internet and packet-oriented wireless networks,
has been increasing rapidly. One inherent problem of video
transmitted in packet-oriented transport protocol is channel
errors, as client 4 in scenario (c) of Fig. 1. Packet loss
may be caused if a packet fails to reach the destination in
a specific time. Another source of packet loss is bit errors
caused by physical interference in any link of the transmission

1051-8215/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Scalable video coding application scenarios.

path. Many video communication systems apply the user
datagram protocol (UDP) [1]. Any bit error occurring in a
UDP packet will result in the loss of the packet, as UDP
discards packets with bit errors. Packet loss can damage one
whole picture or an area of it. Unfortunately, because of the
predictive coding techniques, a transmission error (after error
concealment) will propagate both temporally and spatially, and
sometimes can bring substantial deterioration to the subjective
and objective quality of the reproduced video sequence until
an instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) picture. However, if
the bit stream is protected by error control methods [2], the
system may still maintain graceful degradation.

Various error control methods have been proposed. In [3],
error control methods are classified into four types as follows:
transport-level error control; source-level error resilient cod-
ing; interactive error control; and error concealment.

This paper will mainly focus on source-level error resilient
coding and error concealment. Error resilient coding injects
such redundancy into the bit stream, which helps receivers
in recovery or concealment from potential channel errors.
The objective of error resilient coding is to design a scheme
that can achieve the minimum end-to-end distortion under a
certain rate. The redundancy may be used to detect data losses,
stop error propagation, and/or guide error concealment. Error
concealment provides an estimation of lost picture areas based
on the correctly decoded samples as well as any other helpful
information. Error concealment is done only by the decoder,
unlike other methods that require encoder actions.

C. Outline and Contribution of This Paper

In this paper, error resilient coding and error concealment
techniques used in single-layer coding are reviewed first. Some
of these techniques are included in or can be applied to
SVC [4], which is the scalable extension of H.264/AVC [5].
Several new error resilient techniques in SVC, including some
normative tools as well as the non-normative loss-aware rate-
distortion optimized mode decision (LA-RDO) algorithm, are
then discussed. Furthermore, error concealment algorithms,
which are designed according to new characteristics of SVC,
e.g., inter-layer texture, motion and residual prediction, are

discussed. It is shown that techniques based on the inter-
layer correlation can outperform the techniques inherited
from single-layer coding, only based on the spatial/temporal
correlations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, an
overview of SVC is given in Section II in order to help
understand the discussion of the error resilient coding and error
concealment tools. In Section III, techniques for single-layer
coding, especially for H.264/AVC, are introduced. The error
resilient coding and error concealment tools, most of which
were proposed by the authors of this paper, are discussed
in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in Section V
to show the benefits of the proposed algorithms. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE SCALABLE EXTENSION OF

H.264/AVC

This section reviews SVC (the scalable extension of
H.264/AVC), which is important to understand the termi-
nologies required for SVC error resilient coding and error
concealment. SVC has been included in MPEG-2 video (also
known as ITU-T H.262) [6], H.263 [7], MPEG-4 visual
[8], and SVC, which all provide temporal, spatial, and SNR
scalabilities.

A. Novel Features of SVC

Some functionalities of SVC are inherited from H.264/AVC.
Compared to previous scalable standards, the most essential
advantages, namely hierarchical temporal scalability, inter-
layer prediction, single-loop decoding, and flexible transport
interface, are reviewed below.

According to the SVC specification, the pictures with
the lowest spatial and quality layer are compatible with
H.264/AVC, and their pictures of the lowest temporal level
form the temporal base layer, which can be enhanced with pic-
tures of higher temporal levels. In addition to the H.264/AVC-
compatible layer, several spatial and/or SNR enhancement lay-
ers can be added to provide spatial and/or quality scalabilities.
SNR scalability is also referred to as quality scalability. Each
spatial or SNR enhancement layer itself may be temporally
scalable, with the same temporal scalability structure as the
H.264/AVC-compatible layer. For one spatial or SNR enhance-
ment layer, the lower layer it depends on is also referred to
as the base layer of that specific spatial or SNR enhancement
layer. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, the term “base
layer” refers to a certain spatial or SNR layer, the information
(texture, residue, and motion) of which may be used as inter-
layer prediction by a higher spatial or SNR layer, and the
term “enhancement layer” refers to the specific higher spatial
or SNR layer.

1) Hierarchical Temporal Scalability: H.264/AVC provides
a flexible hierarchical B picture coding structure, which en-
ables it to realize advanced temporal scalability [9]. With this
feature inherited from H.264/AVC, SVC supports temporal
scalability for layers with different resolutions [10]. In SVC, a
group of pictures (GOP) consists of a so-called key picture and
all pictures that are located in output/display order between
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this key picture and the previous key picture. A key picture
is coded in regular or irregular intervals, which is either
intra-coded or inter-coded using the previous key picture as
reference for motion-compensated prediction. The non-key
pictures are hierarchically predicted from the pictures with
lower temporal levels. The temporal level of a picture is
indicated by the syntax element temporal_id in the network
abstraction layer (NAL) unit header SVC extension [4].

2) Inter-layer Prediction: SVC introduces inter-layer pre-
diction for spatial and SNR scalabilities based on texture,
residue, and motion. The spatial scalability in SVC has been
generalized into any resolution ratio between two layers [10].
The SNR scalability can be realized by coarse granularity
scalability (CGS) or medium granularity scalability (MGS)
[10]. In SVC, two spatial or CGS layers belong to different
dependency layers (indicated by dependency_id in NAL unit
header [4]), while two MGS layers can be in the same depen-
dency layer. One dependency layer includes quality layers with
quality_id [4] from zero to higher values, which correspond
to quality enhancement layers. In SVC, inter-layer prediction
methods are utilized to reduce the inter-layer redundancy. They
are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.

1) Inter-layer texture prediction: The coding mode using
inter-layer texture prediction is called “IntraBL” mode
in SVC. To enable single-loop decoding [11], only
the macroblocks (MBs) whose co-located MBs in the
base layer are constrainedly intra-coded can use this
mode. A constrainedly intra-coded macroblock (MB) is
intra-coded without referring to any samples from the
neighboring MBs that are inter-coded.

2) Inter-layer residual prediction: If an MB is indicated to
use residual prediction, the co-located MB in the base
layer for inter-layer prediction must be an inter MB and
its residue may be upsampled according to the reso-
lution ratio. The difference between the residue of the
enhancement layer and that of the base layer is coded.

3) Inter-layer motion prediction: The co-located base layer
motion vectors may be scaled to generate predictors
for the motion vectors of MB or MB partition in the
enhancement layer. In addition, there is one MB type
named base mode, which sends one flag for each MB.
If this flag is true and the corresponding base layer MB
is not intra, then motion vectors, partitioning modes
and reference indices are all derived from base layer.

3) Single-loop Decoding: The single-loop decoding scheme
in SVC is revolutionary compared to earlier scalable coding
techniques. In the single-loop decoding scheme, only the target
layer needs to be motion-compensated and fully decoded [11].
Therefore, compared to the conventional multiple-loop decod-
ing scheme, where motion compensation and full decoding
are typically required for every spatial or SNR-scalable layer,
decoding complexity as well as the decoded picture buffer
(DPB) size can be greatly reduced.

4) Flexible Transport Interface: SVC provides flexible sys-
tems and transport interface designs that enable seamless
integration of the codec to scalable multimedia applica-
tion systems. Other than compression and scalability pro-
visioning, systems and transport interface focuses on codec

functionalities, such as, for video codec in general, interoper-
ability and conformance, extensibility, random access, timing,
buffer management, as well as error resilience, and for scal-
able coding in particular, backward compatibility, scalability
information provisioning, and scalability adaptation. These
mechanisms are augmented by the SVC file format extension
to the International Standardization Organization (ISO) Base
Media File Format [12] and Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) payload formats [13]. Discussions of these SVC systems
and transport interface designs can be found in [12], [13], and
[14]. The error resilient coding and error concealment tools
that are applicable to SVC are discussed in the following
sections of this paper.

III. OVERVIEW OF ERROR RESILIENT CODING AND

ERROR CONCEALMENT TOOLS FOR H.264/AVC

Earlier video coding standards (H.261/3, MPEG-1/2/4) sup-
port the following standard error resilient coding tools: 1) intra
MB/picture refresh [15]; 2) slice coding [15]; 3) reference
picture identification (see below); 4) reference picture selection
(RPS) [15]; 5) data partitioning [15]; 6) header extension
code and header repetition [15]; 7) spare picture signaling
[16]; 8) intra block motion signaling [17]; 9) reversible
variable length coding (RVLC) [15]; 10) resynchronization
marker [15]; 11) source-coding-level FEC [18]; and redundant
pictures (also known as sync pictures for video redundancy
coding) [19].

Seven of the above tools, namely intra MB/picture refresh,
slice coding, reference picture identification, RPS, data parti-
tioning, spare picture signaling, and redundant slices/pictures,
are also supported by H.264/AVC. In addition to the “old”
standard tools, H.264/AVC includes some new standard tools:
1) parameter sets [20]; 2) Flexible MB Order (FMO) [20];
3) Gradual Decoding Refresh (GDR) [21]; 4) scene infor-
mation signaling [22]; 5) SP/SI pictures [23]; 6) constrained
intra prediction (see below); and 7) reference picture marking
repetition (RPMR, see below).

Nonstandard error control tools include error concealment
[15], error tracking [24], [25], and multiple description coding
(MDC) [26]. Basically, all the nonstandard tools can be used
with any video codec, including H.264/AVC and SVC. How-
ever, only a subset of MDC methods, e.g., the one reported in
[27], generates standard-compatible bit streams.

Among all the above-mentioned standard error resilient
coding tools, reference picture identification, spare picture
signaling, GDR, scene information signaling, constrained intra
prediction, and RPMR have not been covered by the earlier
review papers in [2], [15], [20], [23], and are supported by
H.264/AVC or SVC. These tools are reviewed in the following
section. In addition, intra refresh and redundant slices/pictures
are also reviewed, as the former is the basis for the discussion
of SVC LA-RDO algorithm in Section IV, and for the latter
there have been considerable amount of new developments
since the old review in [20]. For nonstandard error control
tools, only error concealment is reviewed, to form the basis
for the discussions of SVC error concealment methods in Sec-
tion IV. Readers are referred to the corresponding references
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listed above for those error resilient tools that are not covered
by the following reviews and detailed discussions.

A. Standard Error Resilient Coding Tools in H.264/AVC

In this section, the standard error resilient coding tools in
H.264/AVC are summarized.

1) Reference Picture Identification: In H.264/AVC, each
reference pictures is with an incremental frame number. This
design frame number enables decoders to detect loss of ref-
erence pictures and take proper actions when there are losses
of reference pictures.

2) Gradual Decoding Refresh (GDR): GDR is enabled by
the so-called isolated region technique [21]. An isolated region
evolving over time can completely stop error propagation
resulting from packet losses occurring before the starting point
of the isolated region in a gradual manner, i.e., after the
isolated region covers the entire picture area. It can also be
used for other purposes such as gradual random access.

3) Redundant Slices/Pictures: Various usages of redun-
dant slices/pictures are proposed in [27]–[29]. Furthermore,
H.264/AVC-compatible redundant picture coding in combina-
tion with RPS, reference picture list reordering (RPLR), and
adaptive redundant picture allocation was reported in [30].

4) Reference Picture Marking Repetition (RPMR): RPMR,
using the decoded reference picture marking repetition SEI
message, can be used to repeat the decoded reference picture
marking syntax structures in the earlier decoded pictures.
Consequently, even if earlier reference pictures were lost,
the decoder can still maintain correct status of the reference
picture buffer and reference picture lists.

5) Spare Picture Signaling: The spare picture SEI message,
which signals the similarity between a reference picture and
other pictures, tells the decoder which picture can be used as
a substituted reference picture or can be used to better conceal
the lost reference picture [16].

6) Scene Information Signaling: The scene information
SEI message provides a mechanism to select a proper error
concealment method for intra pictures, scene-cut pictures, and
gradual scene transition pictures at the decoder [22].

7) Constrained Intra Prediction: In the constrained intra
prediction mode, samples from inter coded blocks are not used
for intra prediction. Consequently, temporal error propagation
can be efficiently stopped.

8) Intra MB/Picture Refresh: Intra refresh intentionally
inserts intra pictures or intra MBs into the bit stream. It
can achieve better RD performance on certain packet loss
conditions. Several methods for insertion of intra MBs have
been reported, e.g., random intra refresh (RIR) [31], cyclic
intra refresh (CIR) [32], recursive optimal per-pixel estimate
(ROPE) [33], sub-pixels ROPE [34], LA-RDO algorithm in
H.264/AVC [35], and 4×4 block-based error propagation map
method [36].

B. Error Concealment for H.264/AVC

Error concealment is a decoder-only technique. Typically,
the spatial, temporal, and spectral redundancy can be made
use of to mask the effect of channel errors at the decoder.

If the picture is partially corrupted, e.g., the picture is split
into multiple slices, spatial error concealment method, e.g., as
in [37], can be used. For low bit rate video transmission such
as 3G wireless systems, usually one picture is coded into only
one packet, and loss of a packet implies that the entire picture
must be recovered from the previously decoded pictures.
The simplest way to solve this problem is by copying the
previously decoded picture to replace the lost one. However,
if the sequence is with smooth motion, motion copy [38] can
be used to improve the performance.

IV. ERROR RESILIENT CODING AND ERROR

CONCEALMENT TOOLS FOR SVC

All the standard error resilient video coding tools supported
by H.264/AVC are inherited to SVC. However, data parti-
tioning and SP/SI pictures are not included in the currently
specified SVC profiles. All the nonstandard error control tools
are supported by SVC, in the same manner as H.264/AVC.
Some of these tools that are inherited from H.264/AVC are
supported in the SVC reference software, namely the joint
scalable video model (JSVM). These tools are briefly summa-
rized in Section IV-A.

Besides the tools inherited from H.264/AVC, SVC includes
three new standard error resilient coding tools, namely quality
layer integrity check signaling, redundant picture property
signaling, and temporal level zero index signaling. These tools
are discussed in Section IV-B.

The conventional error resilient coding and error conceal-
ment tools for single-layer coding can certainly be applied
to the SVC enhancement layers. However, these methods do
not utilize the correlations between different layers, which are
high in many cases. Improved performance can be expected
if inter-layer correlations are utilized. In Sections IV-C and
IV-D, we discuss LA-RDO-based intra MB refresh and error
concealment algorithms, respectively, that utilize inter-layer
correlations in SVC bit streams.

A. Error Control Tools Inherited from H.264/AVC and Sup-
ported in the JSVM

The JSVM software include the support of FMO [39],
redundant pictures [40], [41], slice coding [42], LA-RDO-
based intra MB refresh [43], as well as some error concealment
methods [44], [45].

The simplest exact-copy redundant coding for each picture
was proposed to the JSVM by [40]. An unequal error protec-
tion (UEP) like method, which only codes redundant represen-
tations for key pictures of enhancement layers, was proposed
in [41]. The LA-RDO-based intra MB refresh algorithm,
which was proposed in [43], was extended from the single-
layer method reported in [36]. Four error concealment methods
were proposed in [44] according to the inter-layer prediction
characteristics of SVC. Another improved error concealment
method using motion copy for key picture was proposed in
[45]. It has also been agreed to include it in the JSVM
software, but at the time of writing the feature has not yet been
integrated. By applying some of these error concealment meth-
ods in a combined manner, significant PSNR gain compared
to single layer error concealment algorithms can be observed.
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B. New Standard Error Resilient Coding Tools in SVC

1) Quality Layer Integrity Check Signaling: The quality
layer integrity check SEI message includes a cyclic redun-
dancy check (CRC) code calculated from all the quality
enhancement NAL units (with the syntax element quality_id
larger than 0) of a dependency representation (all NAL units
in one access unit and with the same value for the syntax ele-
ment depencency_id). This information can be used to verify
whether all quality NAL units of a dependency representation
are received by the decoder. If loss is detected, the decoder can
inform the loss to the encoder, which in turn decides the use
of the error-free base quality layer as reference for encoding
subsequent access units. Therefore the drift error by using the
erroneous highest quality layer as reference can be avoided.
When no loss is detected, the encoder is free to use the highest
quality layer as reference for improved coding efficiency. More
details can be found in [46].

2) Redundant Picture Property Signaling: The redundant
picture property SEI message can be used to indicate the corre-
lations between a redundant layer representation and the corre-
sponding primary layer representation. A layer representation
consists of all NAL units in one dependency representation
and with the same value for the syntax element quality_id.
Indicated information includes, when a primary picture is lost,
whether redundant representation can completely replace the
primary representation:

1) for inter prediction or inter-layer prediction;
2) for inter-layer mode prediction (part of inter-layer mo-

tion prediction);
3) for inter-layer motion prediction;
4) for inter-layer residual prediction;
5) for inter-layer texture prediction.

More details can be found in [41].
3) Temporal Level Zero Index Signaling: The temporal level

zero dependency representation index SEI message provides
a mechanism to detect whether a dependency representation
at the lowest temporal level (i.e., with temporal_id equal
to 0) needed for decoding the current access unit is available
when NAL unit losses are expected during transport. Decoders
can use the SEI message to determine whether to transmit a
feedback message or a retransmission request concerning a
lost dependency representation at the lowest temporal level.
More details can be found in [47]–[49].

C. LA-RDO-Based Intra MB Refresh for SVC

In SVC, when encoding an MB in an enhancement layer
picture, the traditional MB coding modes in single-layer
coding as well as new inter-layer prediction mode can be used.
Similar as in single-layer coding, MB mode selection in SVC
also affects the error resilient performance of the encoded bit
stream. In the following, a method that is extended from the
single-layer method in [36] to multilayer coding is presented.
In this method, given the target packet loss rate (PLR), the
4 × 4 block-based error propagation maps for a picture is
calculated, and the map is taken into account to perform mode
decision for pictures in the latter.

In order to understand the multilayer method better, we first
discuss the generic LA-RDO process and the particular single-
layer method in [36].

1) Mode Decision: The MB mode selection is decided
according to the following steps.

1) Loop over all the candidate modes, and for each candi-
date mode, estimate the distortion of the reconstructed
MB resulting from both packet losses and source cod-
ing, and the coding rate (e.g., the number of bits for
representing the MB).

2) Calculate each mode’s cost, which is represented by the
following equation, and choose the mode that gives the
smallest cost

C = D + λR. (1)

In (1), C denotes the cost, D denotes the estimated distortion,
R denotes the estimated coding rate, and λ is the Lagrange
multiplier.

2) Single-layer Method: Assume that the PLR is pl . The
overall distortion of the mth MB in the nth picture with the
candidate coding option o is represented by

D(n, m, o) = (1 − pl)(Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_re f (n, m, o))

+ pl Dec(n, m) (2)

where Ds(n, m, o) and Dep_ref (n, m, o) denote the source
coding distortion and the error propagation distortion, respec-
tively; and Dec(n, m) denotes the error concealment distortion
in case the MB is lost. Obviously, Dec(n, m) is indepen-
dent of the MBs coding mode. The source coding distortion
Ds(n, m, o) is the distortion between the original signal and
the error-free reconstructed signal.

Source coding distortion Ds(n, m, o) is the distortion be-
tween the original signal and the error-free reconstructed sig-
nal. It can be calculated as the mean square error (MSE), sum
of absolute difference (SAD), or sum of square error (SSE).
The error concealment distortion Dec(n, m) can be calculated
as the MSE, SAD, or SSE between the original signal and
the error concealed signal. The used norm, i.e., MSE, SAD or
SSE, shall be aligned for Ds(n, m, o) and Dec(n, m).

For the calculation of the error propagation distortion
Dep_ref (n, m, o), a distortion map Dep for each picture on a
block basis (e.g., 4 × 4 luminance samples) is defined. Given
the distortion map, Dep_ref (n, m, o) is calculated as

Dep_ref (n, m, o) =
K∑

k=1

Dep_ref (n, m, k, o)

=
K∑

k=1

4∑
l=1

wl Dep(nl , ml , kl , o) (3)

where K is the number of blocks in one MB, and
Dep_ref (n, m, k, o) denotes the error propagation distortion
of the kth block in the current MB. Dep_ref (n, m, k, o) is
calculated as the weighted average of the error propagation
distortion {Dep(nl , ml , kl , ol)} of the blocks {kl} that are ref-
erenced by the current block. The weight wl of each reference
block is proportional to the area that is used for reference.
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The distortion map with the optimal coding mode o∗ is
defined as follows.

For an inter-coded block wherein bi-prediction is not used,
i.e., there is only one reference picture used

Dep(n, m, k) = (1 − pl)Dep_ref (n, m, k, o∗)
+ pl(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) + Dec_ep(n, m, k))

(4)

where Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) is the distortion between the
error-concealed block and the reconstructed block, and
Dec_ep(n, m, k) is the distortion due to error concealment and
the error propagation distortion in the reference picture that is
used for error concealment. Equation (3) is used to calculate
Dec_ep(n, m, k) assuming that the error concealment method
is known, i.e., Dec_ep(n, m, k) is calculated as the weighted
average of the error propagation distortion of the blocks that
are used for concealing the current block, and the weight wl

of each reference block is proportional to the area that is used
for error concealment.

For an inter-coded block wherein bi-prediction is used, i.e.,
there are two reference pictures used

Dep(n, m, k) = wr0 × ((1 − pl)Dep_re f _r0(n, m, k, o∗)
+ pl(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) + Dec_ep(n, m, k)))

+ wr1 × ((1 − pl)Dep_re f _r1(n, m, k, o∗)
+ pl(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) + Dec_ep(n, m, k)))

(5)

where wr0 and wr1 are, respectively, the weights of the two
reference pictures used for bi-prediction.

For an intra-coded block, no error propagation distor-
tion is transmitted, and only error concealment distortion is
considered

Dep(n, m, k) = pl(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗)+Dec_ep(n, m, k)) (6)

According to [50] the error-free Lagrange multiplier is
represented by

λef = −dDs

dR
. (7)

However, when transmission error exists, a different La-
grange multiplier may be needed.

Combining (1) and (2), we get

C = (1 − pl)(Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o))

+ pl Dec(n, m) + λR. (8)

Let the derivative of C to R be zero, and we get

λ = −(1 − pl)
d Ds(n, m, o)

dR
= (1 − pl)λef . (9)

Consequently, (1) becomes

C = (1 − pl)(Ds(n, m, o) + Def _ref (n, m, o))

+ pl Dec(n, m) + (1 − pl)λef R. (10)

Since Dec(n, m) is independent of the coding mode, it
can be removed. After Dec(n, m) is removed, the common

coefficient (1 − pl) can also be removed, which finally results
in

C = Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o) + λef R. (11)

3) Multilayer Method: In scalable coding with multiple
layers, the MB mode decision for the base layer pictures is
exactly the same as in the single-layer method. For a slice
in an enhancement layer picture, if no inter-layer prediction
is used, the single-layer method is used, with the used PLR
being the PLR of the current layer. Otherwise (if inter-layer
prediction is used), the distortion estimation and the Lagrange
multiplier selection processes are presented below.

Let the current layer contain the current MB be lc, the lower
layer contain the co-located MB used for inter-layer prediction
by the current MB be lc-1, the further lower layer containing
the MB used for inter-layer prediction of the co-located MB in
lc-1 be lc-2, . . ., and the lowest layer containing an inter-layer-
dependent block for the current MB be l0, and let the PLRs be
pl,c, pl,c-1, . . ., pl,0, respectively. For a current slice that may
use inter-layer prediction, it is assumed that a contained MB
would be decoded only if the MB and all the dependent lower-
layer blocks are received; otherwise the slice is concealed. For
a slice that does not use inter-layer prediction, a contained MB
would be decoded as long as it is received.

The overall distortion of the mth MB in the nth picture in
layer lc with the candidate coding option o is represented by

D(n, m, o) =
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
(Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o))

+
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dec(n, m) (12)

where Ds(n, m, o) is calculated the same way as in the single-
layer method. Dec(n, m) is determined by the chosen error
concealment method. Given the distortion map of the reference
picture in the same layer or in the lower layer (for inter-layer
texture prediction), Dep_ref (n, m, o) is calculated using (3).

The distortion map is derived as presented in below. When
the current layer is of a higher spatial resolution, the distortion
map of the lower layer lc-1 is first upsampled. For example,
if the resolution is changed by a factor of two for both the
width and the height, then each value in the distortion map is
simply upsampled to be a 2 × 2 block of identical values.

1) Texture prediction: In this mode, distortion can be prop-
agated from the lower layer. Then the distortion map
of the kth block in the current MB is as in (13). Note
that here Dep_ref (n, m, k, o∗) is the distortion map of the
kth block in the co-located MB in the lower layer ln−1.
Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) and Dec_ep(n, m, k) are calculated
the same as in the single-layer method

Dep(n, m, k) =
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dep_ref (n, m, k, o∗)

+
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)

× (Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) + Dec_ep(n, m, k)).
(13)
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2) Motion prediction: Since the motion prediction in JSVM
use the motion vector field, reference indices and MB
partitioning of the lower layer are for the corresponding
MB in the current layer. The inter prediction process still
uses the reference pictures in the same layer. For a block
that uses inter-layer motion prediction and does not use
bi-prediction, the distortion map of the kth block is

Dep(n, m, k) =
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dep_ref (n, m, k, o∗)

+
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗)

+ Dec_ep(n, m, k)). (14)

For a block that uses inter-layer motion prediction and also
uses bi-prediction, the distortion map of the kth block is

Dep(n, m, k)

= wr0 ×
((

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dep_ref _r0(n, m, k, o∗)

+
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
(Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗)

+ Dec_ep(n, m, k))) + wr1 ×
((

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)

× Dep_ref _r1(n, m, k, o∗) +
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)

× (Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗) + Dec_ep(n, m, k)

))
. (15)

Note that here Dep_ref (n, m, k, o∗) in (14) and
Dep_ref _r0(n, m, k, o∗) and Dep_ref _r1(n, m, k, o∗) in (15)
are the distortion map of the kth block calculated from
reference pictures in the same layer. Dep_ec(n, m, k, o∗)
and Dec_ep(n, m, k, o∗) are calculated the same as in the
single-layer method.

1) Residual prediction: If the low layer is received, and
residue of the low layer can be decoded correctly,
then there is no error propagation. Otherwise, the error
concealment is performed. Therefore, (14) and (15) can
also be used to derive the distortion map for an MB
mode using inter-layer residual prediction.

2) No inter-layer prediction: For an inter-coded block, (14)
and (15) are used to generate the distortion map, while
for an intra-coded block

Dep(n, m, k) =
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)

× (Dec_rec(n, m, k, o∗)
+ Dec_ep(n, m, k)). (16)

The calculation process of Dep(n, m, k) can be seen from
Fig. 2 clearly.

Inter-layer texture

Y N

Dep(n,m,k)

IntraO*

Bi-prediction?

Equation (15)

Equation (13)

Equation (14)

Equation (16)

Inter-layer residual
Inter-layer motion

Normal inter

Fig. 2. Calculation of the distortion map Depc(n, m, k).

Combining (1) and (12), we get

C =
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
(Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o))

×
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dec(n, m) + λR. (17)

Let the derivative of C to R be zero, and then we get

λ = −
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

) (
d Ds(n, m, o)

dR

)

=
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
λef. (18)

Consequently, (1) becomes

C =
(

c∏
i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
(Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o))

×
(

1 −
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
Dec(n, m) +

(
c∏

i=0

(1 − pl,i )

)
λef R.

(19)

Here, Dec(n, m) may be dependent on the coding mode, since
the MB may be concealed even it is received, while the de-
coder may utilize the known coding mode to use a better error
concealment method. Therefore, the Dec(n, m) term should be
retained. Consequently, the coefficient

∏c
i=0 (1 − pl,i ) that is

not common for all the items should also be retained. The
final mode decision process becomes

C = Ds(n, m, o) + Dep_ref (n, m, o) + λef R. (20)

Note that the difference between (20) and (11) is that
Dep_ref (n, m) may come from the base layer distortion map
if the checked mode o is inter-layer texture prediction and
base layer MB is reconstructed. The mode decision process
for multilayer is depicted in Fig. 3.

D. Error Concealment Algorithms for SVC

1) Reference Picture Management for Lost Pictures: Upon
detection of a lost picture, a key picture is concealed as
a lost P picture, and the necessary RPLR commands and
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Fig. 3. Mode decision algorithm for the multilayer method.

memory management control operation (MMCO) commands
are set as follows. The RPLR commands are to guarantee the
current picture to be predicted from the previous key picture.
The MMCO commands are to mark the unnecessary decoded
pictures in the previous GOP so as to guarantee the minimum
DPB even when packet losses occur. How to conceal a lost
key picture is to be discussed in the following sections.

If a lost picture is not a key picture, usually the RPLR
commands can be constructed based on those of the pictures
in the previous GOPs or on those of the base layer picture if
the lost picture is in the enhancement layer.

On the basis of the current design of SVC, the correspond-
ing enhancement layer picture will not be decodable if the
base layer picture is lost unless two layers are independently
encoded. So base layer picture loss leads to the “loss” of the
whole access unit, and one picture of a certain layer leads to
the “loss” of the pictures in all the higher layers of the same
access unit.

Two types of error concealment algorithms are implemented
by us in the current JSVM software. They are summarized
as intra-layer error concealment and inter-layer error con-
cealment. One of those methods, if used, is applied to the
whole picture, although it is possible that different MBs can
selectively use different methods.

2) Intra-layer Error Concealment Algorithms: Intra-layer
error concealment is defined as the method that uses the
information of the same spatial or quality layer to conceal
a lost picture. Three methods are introduced.

1) Picture copy (PC): In this algorithm, each pixel value of
the concealed picture is copied from the corresponding
pixel of the first picture in the reference picture list
0. If multiple-loop decoding is supported for an error
concealment method, this algorithm can be invoked for
both the base layer and enhancement layers. Otherwise,
only the highest layer in the current access unit can be
used for concealment.

TDB 

Direct mode block

Co-located block
MV0 

MV1

MVC

List 0 Reference Current B Picture List 1 Reference

TDD 

Fig. 4. Example for temporal direct-mode motion vector inference.

2) Temporal direct (TD) for B pictures: The TD mode
specified in H.264/AVC is generated as follows. As can
be seen in Fig. 4, we assume that an MB or MB partition
in the current B picture is coded in temporal direct
mode, and then its motion vectors are inferred from
its neighboring reference pictures. If the co-located MB
or MB partition (belongs to List 1 Reference as shown
in Fig. 4) in the reference picture list (namely list for
simplicity) one uses a picture (named in Fig. 4 as List
0 Reference) as a reference in list 0 and that picture
is also in the list 0 of the current B picture, then the
List 0 Reference and List 1 Reference are chosen to bi-
predict the being processed MB or MB partition of the
current picture. The list 0 and list 1 motion vectors MV0
and MV1 are scaled from MVc using the picture order
count (POC, i.e., display order) differences. The detailed
deriving process can be seen in [51].

The temporal direct mode specified in H.264/AVC standards
cannot be used for any spatial or SNR enhancement layer.
However, the concealment of the B picture in SVC can still
be applicable for both base layer and enhancement layer.
Using the calculated MVs including list 0 and list 1 motion
vectors, motion compensation from two specific reference
pictures is utilized to predict the MB in the lost picture,
assuming zero residue.

In the current SVC design, the necessary motion vectors are
stored for each layer. This makes it possible to apply TD at
the decoder without introducing extra memory requirement.

1) Motion copy (MC) for key pictures: The MC algorithm
is applicable for the lost key pictures. Key pictures
are concealed as P pictures no mater whether they are
originally I or P pictures, since TD is not applicable for
this picture and PC may not be efficient because the
gap of two key pictures may be large (depending on the
GOP size). To get a more accurately concealed picture
for the lost key picture, motion vectors are re-generated
by copying the motion field of the previous key picture.

3) Inter-layer Error Concealment Algorithms: Two methods
are introduced: one works for single-loop decoding; and the
other works for multiple-loop decoding.
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1) Base layer skip (BLSkip): This method operates as
follows. If the base layer is an intra MB, then texture
prediction is used. If the base layer is an inter MB,
then motion prediction as well as residual prediction
are used to generate information for an MB in a lost
picture at the enhancement layer. In this case, motion
compensation is done at the enhancement layer using
the possibly upsampled motion vectors. This algorithm
can directly be used for the enhancement layer if there
is no picture loss in the base layer. If base layer picture
is also lost, the motion vectors for base layer picture
are generated using the TD method first. We call this
method as BLSkip+TD, but for simplicity we will use
BLSkip to represent this method throughout this paper.

2) Reconstruction base layer and possibly upsampling
(RU): In the RU algorithm, the base layer picture is
reconstructed, and may be upsampled, for the lost
picture at the enhancement layer, which is dependent
on the spatial ratio between the enhancement layer and
the base layer. This requires full decoding of a base
layer and thus leads to the requirement of multiple-loop
decoding. This method is helpful when there are
continuous picture losses only in the enhancement layer
and may be competitive for low motion sequences
compared with BLSkip.

4) The Improved Error Concealment Algorithm: The im-
proved error concealment method which combines BLSkip
with MC is proposed. MC is used to repair the loss of the
base layer key picture or those key pictures of the enhancement
layer whose base layer pictures are lost. Meanwhile BLSkip
is used for the other pictures with losses.

The applicability of these methods is as follows. PC works
for all pictures; TD works for all non-key pictures; BLSkip
and RU work only for enhancement layer pictures; MC work
for key pictures. The RU method can be only used when the
decoder adopts multiloop decoding.

V. SIMULATION

A. Test Conditions

To demonstrate performance of the proposed algorithms, the
Bus, Football, Foreman, and News sequences (YUV 4:2:0, 30
frames/s, and progressive) were tested. The tested sequences
can be categorized according to their motion characteristics.
Bus sequence has high but very regular motion; Foreman
sequence has medium but irregular motion; Football sequence
has high and irregular motion, while the News sequence has
slow motion. The simulation conditions are as follows.

1) JSVM 9.7.
2) Low delay application (IPPP coding structure) and high

delay application (hierarchical B picture coding structure
with GOP size equal to 16) were tested separately.

3) 4001 pictures were encoded and decoded.
4) Intra picture period: 32 for low delay application and

128 for high delay application.
5) Two layers: base layer was QCIF@30 Hz; enhancement

layer was CIF@30 Hz.

6) QP: 28, 32, 36, 40. Base layer and enhancement layer
had the same QPs.

7) Multiple slice structure was not used.
8) The error patterns included in [52] are used, and PLRs

were as in the following table:

TABLE I

TESTED PLRS

Base layer PLR (%) 0 3 3 5 5 10 10 20

Enhancement layer PLR (%) 3 3 5 5 10 10 20 20

The PLR pair at the encoder for LA-RDO was the same as
that of the target PLR pair of the decoder.

The bit stream through packet loss was generated by [53]
with two modifications as follows.

1) The base layer was defined as the spatial base layer.
2) Error patterns that determine the packet losses of en-

hancement layer and base layer packets do not overlap.

The comparisons in the following aspects are considered:

1) with/without LA-RDO;
2) with/without MC.

As it can be concluded from the experimental results of
[44] that the BLSkip error concealment method is a good
error concealment tool and PC method is preliminary, both of
them are considered here as basic algorithms for comparisons.
RU requires multiple-loop decoding, thus the results are not
reported here but can be found in [44].

Given different choices, there are various combinations in
terms of configurations. However, each of them is compared
with the PC case without LA-RDO, which is named as
“Anchor” in this section, and the Y-PSNR (luma) differences
are calculated by the Bjontegaard measurement [54].

B. Simulation Results for Low-Delay Application

The results are shown in Fig. 5, and we could see that
the BLSkip method outperforms the PC method for all tested
sequences, with an average PSNR gain of around 2.3 dB over
all sequences and all PLR pairs, as summarized in Fig. 6. A
further 1 dB gain on average can be achieved by MC, as shown
in Fig. 6. LA-RDO provides nearly 5 dB gain on average when
PC is utilized. If LA-RDO and BLSkip+MC are combined, an
average of more than 5.5 dB gain can be obtained, which
outperforms any other methods. However, there may be a
few losses in regard to several low PLR pairs compared with
“Anchor,” which may be caused by some excessive intra MBs
introduced by LA-RDO algorithm.

It is also clear that, for low motion sequences (e.g., News),
the gains between PC and other advanced error concealment
methods are relatively small no matter whether LA-RDO is on
or off. Furthermore, the benefits when LA-RDO is off are far
from those when LA-RDO is on for the low motion sequence,
as shown in Fig. 6.

The gains of the above methods, especially when the
best configuration is adopted, increase when the PLR pair
increases. However, when the PLR pair is very high, e.g.,
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Fig. 5. � PSNR (dB) for low delay application.

(20%, 20%), the gains might decrease a little for the high
motion sequences (i.e., Bus and Football).
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Fig. 6. Average � PSNR(dB) for low delay application.

Some selective RD curves are plotted in Fig. 7 in order
to show the error resilient performance of different methods
clearly. It should be noted that, in these figures, if LA-RDO is
on, the bit rate will increase much more than in other methods
by reason of increasing intra MBs under the same QP setting,
so the bit rate ranges for curves with LA-RDO and those for
curves without LA-RDO are different. However, there are still
some overlapped bit rate ranges, and the trends of these curves
are obvious; therefore it is easy to determine which one is the
best among different curves.

As can be seen, BLSkip+MC with LA-RDO is the best
method among all the methods, while BLSkip+MC is the best
when LA-RDO is off.

C. Simulation Results for High-Delay Application

The results are shown in Fig. 8, and the average values
are given in Fig. 9. Compared with low-delay application, the
results of TD method in high-delay application were provided
by extra bars.

From these two figures, we can see that the BLSkip method
outperforms the PC method, with an average PSNR gain of
around 2.8 dB over all sequences and all PLR pairs. But only
a small gain on average can be achieved by MC. LA-RDO
provides smaller gains than those of low-delay application,
while the average gain is about 2.8 dB when PC is utilized.

Also, the average gain provided by LA-RDO decreases to
around 4.0 dB when BLSkip+MC is adopted compared to
5.5 dB in low-delay application. TD method outperforms PC
by only about 0.3 dB on average, which is much worse than
BLSkip. In conclusion, inter-layer information is of crucial
importance for the error concealment algorithm in SVC and
is much better than making use of only intralayer information.

Compared to the results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, most
of the observations are still valid, and we skip the detailed
analysis of them in this section. However, the differences of
the performances in high-delay application are discussed.

The most significant difference is that the average gain for
the BLSkip method is higher in high-delay application (about
2.8 dB) than in the low-delay application (about 2.3 dB). The
main reason is that in the high-delay application, hierarchical
B picture coding structure is used, and therefore the distances
from pictures are farther and motion information turns out
to be more important. In this case also, PC turns out worse
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Fig. 7. RD curves of all sequences for the (10%, 10%) PLR pair in low
delay application.

because those pictures can be used for copying with a larger
distance to the lost picture. Temporal motion prediction gets
weaker because of the same reason. But this does not affect
inter-layer motion prediction used in BLSkip. However, the
average gain of Football decreases to about 2.3 dB, which
demonstrates that the utilization of inter-layer information will
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Fig. 8. � PSNR(dB) for high-delay application.

be less effective in the high-delay application for some fast and
irregular motion sequences.

The second difference is that the MC method performs
much worse, mainly because there is only one key picture in
every 16 pictures, and the motion information copied form last
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key picture for current key picture will be futile if these two
pictures are in different motion speeds and directions. While
in low-delay application, every picture is a key picture, and
the correlation of motion information between two consecutive
pictures is very strong, so considerable gains can be achieved
compared with PC method.

The third difference is that the performance of LA-RDO
decreases in hierarchical B picture coding structure. In high-
delay application, the end-to-end distortion, especially those of
B pictures, will be harder to estimate than in low-delay appli-
cation, and inaccuracy of estimation can sometimes decrease
the coding efficiency. In high-delay application, the channel
distortion of one B picture may be referred by many other
pictures that have higher temporal level, whereas in low-delay
application only the latter picture will refer the distortion of
the current key picture.

The fourth difference is that, for Bus and Foreman
sequences, there are some slight losses which are less than
0.6 dB for several low PLR pairs in high-delay application, at
the same time the corresponding gains of these low PLR pairs
will be inferior to those gains without LA-RDO. It seems that
when LA-RDO is on, there may be some excessive intra MBs
in low PLR pairs, which greatly degrade the RD performance.
However, for the fast and irregular motion sequence (i.e.,
Football), the excessive intra MBs can intentionally truncate
the channel distortion, so there are no losses in the low PLR
pairs.

In summary, BLSkip is much more important in the high-
delay application; however, other methods, such as MC and
LA-RDO are also helpful, the latter being able to provide about
1 dB extra average gain.

Some selective RD curves are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11
in order to show the error resilient performance of different
methods clearly. As can be seen in Fig. 10, BLSkip+MC with
LA-RDO is the best method among all the methods, while
TD almost gives the same results as those of PC without LA-
RDO. In Fig. 11, the RD curves of (3%, 3%) PLR pair is
specially given to show that BLSkip or BLSkip+MC without
LA-RDO can be suitable for some very low PLR pairs in the
high-delay application. The gains are about 1–2 dB compared
to other methods.
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Fig. 10. RD curves of all sequences for (10%, 10%) PLR pair in high-delay
application.
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Fig. 11. RD curves of all sequences for (3%, 3%) PLR pair in high-delay
application.

VI. CONCLUSION

SVC has been recently approved as an international stan-
dard. Apart from better coding efficiency, it provides improved
adaptation capability to heterogeneous network compared to

earlier SVC standards. Error resilient coding and error con-
cealment are highly desired for the robustness and flexibility
of SVC-based applications. In this paper, we reviewed error re-
silient coding and error concealment algorithms in H.264/AVC
and SVC. LA-RDO algorithm for SVC was presented in detail.
Moreover, five error concealment methods for SVC were
proposed and analyzed. Simulation results showed that LA-
RDO for SVC, the proposed error concealment methods, and
their combination improve the average picture quality under
erroneous channel conditions when compared to the design
applying no error-resilient tools at the encoder and only picture
copy error-concealment method at the decoder.
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